


We need to speak about the 
military technique
Military technique is very unique 
and isn’t cheap
We really hear about military 
gear. Is it clear?



PHONETICS

good-better –the best
bad-worse-the worst

many/much-more- the most
little-less- the least



Degrees of Comparison



POSITIVE                     COMPARATIVE                      SUPERLATIVE

cold                              colder                                  the coldest
big                                bigger                                  the biggest
noisy                             noisier                                 the noisiest

difficult                        more difficult                the most difficult
wonderful                    more wonderful         the most wonderful

good-better –the best
bad-worse-the worst

many/much-more- the most
little-less- the least



The books in this shop are 
_____________.

10987654321
En
d

Comparative Adjectives

Choose the correct alternative

more expensive

most expensive



His job is _________ we 
thought.

10987654321
En
d

Comparative Adjectives

Choose the correct alternative

more risky than

Riskier than



This ice-cream is even 
_____________ that one.

10987654321
En
d

Comparative Adjectives

Choose the correct alternative

more delicious than

Most delicious



His marks are ______  
mine.

10987654321
En
d

Comparative Adjectives

Choose the correct alternative

good than

better than



Good bye! I´ll see you 
_________.

10987654321
En
d

Comparative Adjectives

Choose the correct alternative

more late

later



The film is horrible. I´ve 
never seen __________.

10987654321
En
d

Comparative Adjectives

Choose the correct alternative

worse

more bad



Portugal is _______ than 
Spain.

10987654321
En
d

Comparative Adjectives

Choose the correct alternative

more small

smaller



In the Summer the 
weather is _______.

10987654321
En
d

Comparative Adjectives

Choose the correct alternative

more hot

hotter





The tiger is … (strong) than the kitten.
The History is … (difficult) than the Art.
The apples are … (healthy) than the sweets.
BMW is … (expensive) than LADA.
Moscow is … (old) than Kiev.
The Nile is … (long) than the Ob.
Spider man is … (strong) than Mickey Mouse.
Football is … (popular) than baseball.
The weather today is … (good/ bad) than it 
was yesterday.

COMPARE



Where would you like to go?
I would like to go to ….



OK. Let`s…                 I don`t really like …
Brilliant idea!             No! I`m afraid I can`t
That sounds good!      Well. I`d rather not.

How about…?                          Why don`t … ?

                         Shall we …  ?



THANK YOU!!!


